
Jazz as Social Machine
Proposal for Theatre, AI and Ludic Technologies (NTAIL) Workshop

Jazz narrates global histories of displacement, suffering and (sometimes) liberation. Its
particular brand of storytelling remembers the vernacular of its deep history as a music of the
“slave archipelago.” Jazz’s art is critique. And now computers, calculating on their own in
that simulacrum of thinking many call artificial intelligence, make jazz too. Jazz as Social
Machine, a pilot Fellowship project of the Alan Turing Institute, takes the idea of the "social
machine" as its point of departure. Jazz is made on the basis of "operations" (interactive
improvisation) performed on "data" (song structures, rhythmic conventions etc). The project
argues that jazz as a global practice is a "social machine" that aggregates the "energy" of
networked participants - their data - and converts this via interaction into meaning. Jazz’s
energy, we argie, is the aggregate history of its tunes

To “know” the improvisational history of a tune, an AI would require significant
amounts of training data. The result would entail statistically governed appearances of
“historical” material in idiomatically and communicatively effective locations or contexts. The
problem seems complex: even if it had access to the entire history of jazz, how could an AI,
on the basis of statistics alone, know what to do and when? Jazz as Social Machine seeks to
offer critical context for this question and its potential answers, drawing on methods from
musicology, Science and Technology Studies, soundscape studies, critical theory, media
archaeology and postcolonial studies. More broadly, we seek to intervene both in pressing
questions about the social nature of autonomous systems, and contribute to the reorientation
of the Digital Humanities towards a more critical stance about the “technological solutionism”
that frames most discussions of AI and machine learning today.

Proposed workshop

Session 1: Jazz as Social Machine (90 minutes)

● “Political ecologies of jazz and machine learning: Project overview and theoretical
considerations” (Dr Thomas Irvine, University of Southampton/Alan Turing Institute)

● “Jazz, movement, resistance, data: What does it mean to imagine the history of jazz
as the history of a social machine?” (Prof Christopher J Smith, Texas Tech University)

● “Breaking the Chains, an interactive multimedia sound and game environment about
jazz and AI” (Dr Brona Martin, University of Kent)

● Q & A

Session 2: Towards ludic understandings of data and art (roundtable). Respondent Dr Seth
Giddings, Winchester School of Art) (90 minutes)

As our project is still in progress, we would welcome a rich, critical discussion with NTAIL
participants about how to take it forward and possible future collaborations. One area we are
keen to pursue is the potential of gaming environments to capture the essence of
sociotechnical research and bring it to wider audiences. Seth Giddings (Winchester School
of Art), author of the forthcoming book Toy Theory (MIT Press), will offer a response to the
discussion, suggesting frames for future work.

https://www.turing.ac.uk/people/researchers/thomas-irvine
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/music/aboutus/faculty/chris-j-smith.php
https://www.bronamartin.org/
http://www.microethology.net/
http://www.microethology.net/

